
CALIHOLM™ PRESS KIT 

3+

CREATIVE PLAY ON THE GO.
Screen-free eco-friendly activities with a mindful focus 

for young children (and the young at heart).



CALIHOLM™ WELCOME

Hello!

The CALIHOLM™ brandname is the fusion of California and Stockholm. 
It's where Cali cool craftsmanship meets Swedish form and functional design.

We are Sofia and Rachel, two passion driven (and coffee fueled) mothers, who strive to make good 
choices for our families and our environment every day. Travel has always been an important part of 
who we are, independently, and now as friends and business partners who live on opposite sides of 
the world (Stockholm and California). When we became mothers we faced the same challenges 
many parents face when traveling with young children, HOW DO I KEEP MY CHILD ENGAGED? 
We discovered that many travel-friendly activities lacked creativity and the sustainable values close 
to our hearts. We took matters into our own hands (literally!) and decided to handcraft screen-free 
eco-friendly travel kits for kids. 

After launching a prototype travel kit with a variety of activities that we developed, we used the 
crowdfunding platform, Kickstarter to help bring our creative project to life. We were able to share 
our story, gain support, and meet our funding goal in January 2019. But most importantly, we
learned our Montessori inspired Lace+Trace™ concept was by far the most popular with our awesome
kid testers #caliholmkids. With this feedback, we quickly turned our focus and late nights to design
and craft the Curious Traveler Lace+Trace™ kits.

Since launching Caliholm, our children (our children’s friends, and parents too!) have been busy 
lacing while on the go. It is our hope that we can help make travel with young children a little less 
complicated and a little bit more fun!

Stay Curious, 
Sofia + Rachel 



CALIHOLM™ STORY

Making travel with young children a little
less complicated and a little bit more fun 
is the spirit behind what we do. 
Travel, we do it everyday from home, to school, to work, 
to play, and then there are the road trips, buses, boats, 
trains and planes. How and why we travel hasn’t changed, 
but how we keep our kids engaged has. Like it or not, 
screens have become an easy way to occupy restless 
children. And while we like to encourage creativity, many 
of the activities kids enjoy aren’t travel-friendly, or they 
simply aren’t engaging enough for longer trips. 

As a proud mama of a four-year-old boy who has always 
had an abundance of energy, I quickly learned how to 
effectively pack our travel bags. In fact, as a natural 
researcher and “informed” consumer, I started creating 
elaborate travel kits for my son and my son’s friends to 
stay engaged while on the go. Some toys were innovative 
and eco-friendly, while others were disposable and 
created waste. 

On an eleven hour transatlantic flight with my son, 
I found that one specific toy, a single use plastic lacing 
shape, held his attention and focus for what felt like hours 
(while I held my breath). Previously, nothing but a screen 
had held his attention for that long. I loved the familiar 
concept of the lacing toy and realized IT WORKS! 
The designer in me couldn’t help thinking, instead of 
reinventing the wheel, I could enhance the design, 
build out a complete concept with themes and 
educational fun facts, and make them sustainable.

When we arrived to my beloved California, I shared my 
sliver of an idea with Rachel and the Caliholm dream 
started taking shape. 

- Sofia Bergin 
 Mom, Designer, Caliholm Co-founder



CRAFTED WITH LOVE.
Mindfully made with earth- and people-friendly practices, the lacing boards 
are crafted using 100% Renewable and Sustainably Harvested Bamboo. 

The Lace+Trace™ concept is proven to promote healthy child development. It allows for creative play, 
and helps develop fine motorskills and sensory stimulation. Recommended age 3+.

THE KIT INCLUDES: 
•  Three bamboo lacing boards

•  Three colorful lacing cords (45”/114cm)

•  Concept cards with scratch-off “curious” facts

•  Stay Curious travel pouch

 

CURIOUS TRAVELER LACE+TRACE™ 

Curious Traveler Lace+Trace™ is a fresh take on a traditional 
Montessori and Waldorf inspired lacing concept, and it’s 
designed to be eco-friendly, engaging, and reduce screen time.



BAMBOO COLLECTION

Curious Traveler Lace+Trace™ Safari Stars 
includes three bamboo lacing boards in 
iconic Safari shapes (Giraffe, Elephant, 
Baboon), three colorful lacing cords, 
concept cards with scratch-off “curious” 
facts, and a bonus travel pouch. 

G’Day Australia
Ocean Wonders
California Dreaming
Enchanted Forest
Simply Sweden
Marvelous Michigan
Discover New York

ADDITIONAL THEMES INCLUDE:



CALIHOLM™ COLORS

LACE COLOR OPTIONS
AVAILABLE SOON! 



CALIHOLM™ ON THE GO

“One thing that has been invaluable on a 7 week long trip with an almost 4 year old is to have had different 
activity toys packed. Something that can entertain and at the same time develop skills. It is also great to be able 
to offer something other than screen entertainment. Caliholm gets it and has smart fun travel kits for kids. The kit 
has given us many calm moments during the trip where we had the opportunity to book hotels, check the route, 
and finish eating dinner. I recommend checking out their products.”

Linda Silfverberg, Mother + Environmentalist 

“Our grandkids 
love this product! 
It is very well made 
and holds the 
interest of the kids.”

Mary Balbach, 
Grandmother 
+ Retired Teacher

“Genius! Not only did I 
find my 4 and 6 year old 
kids silent and engaged 
this morning, they didn’t 
even ask for the TV. 
You are the best, I am 
bringing these to work.”

Elin Ekberg, 
Mom + Flight Attendant, SAS

#
CREATIVEPLAY

ONTHEGO



CALIHOLM™ CONTACT

San Diego, CA

Stockholm, 
Sweden

Rachel Merrill
Co-founder and Creative Director
Caliholm, LLC
San Diego, CA

858-922-6763
rachel@caliholm.com

Sofia Bergin
Co-founder and Digital Designer
Caliholm, LLC
Stockholm, Sweden

+46707595714
sofia@caliholm.com

For additional information on Caliholm: 
visit caliholm.com and check out our feed on instagram @caliholm_


